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Essay No 2 on My school- Short and Best for kids: Education is the central need of every person and nation.
We motivate students to do their best, we guide students to success when no one else will, and we are always
available to listen. If the United States had free higher education we would have more career driven students,
less people having to work in starter jobs, and less fear of educational debt. Learning will become more
accessible for all Today, there's lots of would be students out there who aren't able to take part in traditional
schooling. My younger sister also studies at my same school. Every child should be given the opportunity to
showcase their strengths and follow their dreams. The best school is also made by best teachers. In that way, I
feel very lucky and confident for being able to achieve all. My classroom is jam-packed. Living in central city,
Benars, I am Kajal. All of the classes that are required, all of the practicums, and all of the time spent just to
become a teacher is stressful, but the thought of being able to help just one person changes everything.
Attending the school assembly is a wonderful experience. I study in class write class name. I believe behind
the success of any man there is great ever role by his parents and his sincere teachers as well. Other then just
learning concepts, we should be able to learn how, when, and why we should apply those concepts into
everyday things. No matter how many bad days I have or how many times I want to quit, I just think of what
is to come in the future. There are charts, graphs and a good wall clock hanging against the wall. My father is
a civil servant while my mother is the head of public hospital Calcutta. He entertains us along with teaching
his subject. He teaches everything practically. Hence parents feel pleased that their children are part of this
school and I as well. I am the youngest of my only brother and two sisters. The building of the school is so big
that it could easily be seen from the roof of my house. My school also arrange a sports week for students.
Structuring an Argument: Coming into Writing , many students will have no idea how to organize an. Every
year it seems like we are hearing how schools in the United States are falling behind students in other
developed countries, and yet funding for education continues to be cut. School of education uw madison
application essays fortune ever favours the brave. Scholarship opportunities are available to grade 12 high
school students outside. A good family gives the good children. My classroom is beautifully designed.


